Lucifer yellow, retrograde tracers, and fractal analysis characterise adult ferret retinal ganglion cells.
The dendritic morphology of retinal ganglion cells in the ferret was studied by the intracellular injection of lucifer yellow in fixed tissue. Ganglion cells were identified by the retrograde transport of red or green fluorescent microspheres that had been injected into different target nuclei, usually the lateral geniculate nucleus or superior colliculus. This approach allows the comparison of dendritic morphologies of ganglion cells in the same retina with different central projections and also identifies cells with branching axons. The digitised images of dendritic arbors were analysed quantitatively by a variety of measures. Dendritic complexity was assessed by calculating the fractal dimension of each arbor. The ferret has distinct alpha, beta, and gamma morphological classes of cells similar to those found in the cat. The gamma cell class was morphologically diverse and could be subdivided into "sparse," "loose," and "tight" groups, reflecting increasing dendritic complexity. Whereas the beta cell projection was limited to the lateral geniculate nucleus alone, alpha and gamma cells could project to either or both nuclei. Retinal ganglion cells labelled from the pretectal nuclei formed a morphologically distinct class of retinal ganglion cells. The ipsilateral projection lacked alpha cells and the most complex, "tight" gamma cells. However, ipsilaterally projecting "loose" gamma cells overlapped alpha cells in both soma and dendritic dimensions. Different morphological classes of retinal ganglion cells hence show characteristic axon behaviour both in their decussation at the chiasm and in which targets they innervate. Fractal measures were used to contrast variation within and between these identified classes.